
Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust

ESTATE TAX CONCEPTS

The Concept

• With an irrevocable trust, the grantor gives up all rights to transferred property with no ability to 
revoke, terminate or modify the trust in any material way. 

• When an irrevocable trust simply holds a life insurance policy—usually on the grantor’s life—it’s called 
an irrevocable life insurance trust. 

• If the trust benefi ciaries are granted limited withdrawal powers, it may also be called a “Crummey 
trust,” named after the taxpayer in a famous court case approving certain powers.

Uses

Individuals often use irrevocable life insurance trusts (ILITs) to:

• Meet estate liquidity needs. 

• Provide income to survivors after estate liquidity costs have been met. 

• Avoid federal estate tax on the life insurance proceeds. 

• Shelter trust property from creditors when the grantor dies.

Funding

• An ILIT may be funded or unfunded. An unfunded trust is the most common.

• With an unfunded life insurance trust, there is no other property in the trust. The trust pays premiums 
with annual gifts from the grantor.

• In a funded ILIT, the grantor initially transfers cash or other property to the trust that the trustee uses 
to pay the life insurance premiums. The drawback is that income earned on the property inside the 
trust will be taxed to the grantor if it can be used to pay premiums on a policy insuring the grantor or 
the grantor’s spouse. 
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The Process

• The grantor creates an ILIT during life and names the trust benefi ciaries—usually family members 
(spouse, children or grandchildren and their spouses). 

• The trust holds a life insurance policy insuring the grantor and/or a spouse. The grantor may transfer 
an existing policy to the trust, or cash or other property that the trust will use to acquire a new policy. 

• In an unfunded ILIT, the grantor makes annual transfers to the trust so the trustee can pay the 
premiums. The annual transfers are considered gifts to the trust benefi ciaries. 

• Since the benefi ciaries can’t “enjoy” the gifts immediately, they are considered gifts of a “future 
interest” for gift tax purposes. This would mean that there is no gift tax annual exclusion ($15,000 per 
donee in 2021) available to shelter the annual transfers from tax. 

• To make them into gifts of a “present interest” and make use of the gift tax annual exclusion, trust 
benefi ciaries can be granted special withdrawal powers—called Crummey powers—that give them the 
ability to withdraw the gift within a limited amount of time. 

• Gifts in excess of the annual exclusion can be sheltered by the applicable lifetime exclusion for estate 
and gift taxes (equal to $11.7 million in 2021).

Creating Estate Liquidity

• Suppose the grantor-insured dies and the policy proceeds are paid to the trust. The trust can make the 
proceeds available to the grantor’s estate by authorizing the trustee to purchase illiquid assets from 
the estate or make loans to the estate. 

• Either way, cash ends up in the executor’s hands when it’s needed to pay funeral costs, last illness 
expenses, estate taxes, probate expenses, and the claims of creditors.

The Tax Picture

• It’s critical that the trust document authorizes, but does not require, the trustee to purchase estate 
assets or make loans to the executor. If it’s a requirement, the policy proceeds will likely be included in 
the grantor-insured’s gross estate and subject to tax. 

• If the trustee purchases an asset from the estate, it should be for a fair price. If the trustee “overpays” 
to provide additional cash to the estate, it could be included in the gross estate as a taxable 
distribution of trust income. The result is the same when the trustee makes a loan to the estate on 
much more favorable terms than prevailing market conditions. 
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• Other factors required to keep the trust assets—including the insurance proceeds—out of the grantor-
insured’s gross estate include:

• The trust must be irrevocable.

• The grantor cannot be the trustee.

• The grantor cannot have a right to any incidents of ownership in the life insurance policy.

• The insurance proceeds can only be used to purchase estate assets or make loans to the estate in 
reasonable arm’s-length transactions—not to pay estate costs directly.

• The insured must live for at least three years after transferring a policy to the trust.

The Bottom Line

An irrevocable life insurance trust is an estate planning tool that can create funds for estate liquidity and 
benefi ciary needs, with the added advantage of keeping life insurance proceeds out of the taxable estate.  
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SUMMARY
What Is an Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust?  
In creating an irrevocable trust, the grantor must 
give up all rights in the transferred property, 
retaining no ability to revoke, terminate or modify 
the trust in any material way.

When the trust holds a life insurance policy—
usually insuring the life of the grantor or the 
grantor’s spouse—it’s an irrevocable life insurance 
trust, or ILIT. If the trust benefi ciaries are given 
withdrawal powers, it may also be called a 
“Crummey trust.” 

ILITs are used to accomplish certain objectives: to 
meet the liquidity needs of the grantor’s estate, 
provide income for survivors, avoid estate tax on 
life insurance proceeds, and shelter property in the 
trust from creditors at the grantor’s death. 

Funded or Unfunded?  
In an unfunded life insurance trust, the trustee 
relies on annual gifts from the grantor to 
pay premiums. These annual transfers are 
considered gifts to the trust benefi ciaries. Since 
the trust benefi ciaries cannot “enjoy” these gifts 
immediately, these gifts would ordinarily be 
considered gifts of a “future interest.” That means 
no annual gift tax exclusion ($15,000 per donee in 
2021) would be available to shelter the transfers 
from the federal gift tax. However, the grantor can 
convert those gifts of a future interest into gifts 
of a present interest by giving trust benefi ciaries 

special limited withdrawal powers called Crummey 
powers. This allows the grantor to make use of 
the annual gift tax exclusion. Gifts in excess of 
the annual exclusion can be sheltered by the 
applicable lifetime exclusion for estate and gift 
taxes (equal to $11.7 million in 2021).

In a funded life insurance trust, the grantor initially 
transfers cash or other property to the trust, 
which the trustee uses to pay premiums. The 
major drawback of a funded life insurance trust 
is that income earned on property in the trust 
will be taxed to the grantor if it can be used to 
pay premiums on a policy insuring the life of the 
grantor or the grantor’s spouse. 

Avoiding the Estate Tax  
The trust principal—including the life insurance—
generally avoids the federal estate tax if: 

• the trust is irrevocable
• the grantor is not the trustee
• the grantor-insured has no incidents of 

ownership in the insurance
• the insurance proceeds are only used to 

purchase estate assets or to make loans to the 
estate, not to pay estate costs directly

• the insured lives for at least three years after 
transferring the policy to the trust

The irrevocable life insurance trust is clearly 
an eff ective estate planning tool. It can create 
funds for estate liquidity and other uses precisely 
when they’re needed, and it keeps life insurance 
proceeds out of the gross estate. 
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1 
The grantor creates an 
irrevocable life insurance 
trust (ILIT) and funds it with an 
existing life insurance policy or 
a new policy purchased by the 
trustee. The grantor may not 
have any incidents of ownership 
in the policy.

2 
If the grantor also funds the trust 
with cash to cover insurance 
premiums, the trust income is 
taxed to the grantor.

3
More often, the grantor makes 
annual gifts to the trust to 
cover the premiums. These 
gifts are only sheltered by the 
gift tax exclusion if the trust 
beneficiaries have Crummey 
powers—the power to withdraw 
the annual gift within a specified 
window of time.

GRANTOR

4
At the grantor’s death, the 
trust receives the insurance 
proceeds. Because the 
proceeds are outside the estate, 
they avoid the estate tax.

5
To ensure estate liquidity, 
the trustee is authorized (not 
required) to use the proceeds 
to purchase illiquid assets from 
the estate or make loans to the 
estate. Whatever remains goes 
to the trust beneficiaries.

GRANTOR’S ESTATE

CERTIFICATE OF STOCK

ILIT

INSURANCEPOLICY ONGRANTOR’S
LIFE
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Protective Life Corporation is a holding company headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama. Its primary operating subsidiary, Protective Life Insurance Company, was founded in 1907 and today provides life 
insurance and annuity products. 

Protective is a wholly owned subsidiary of Dai-ichi Life Holdings, Inc. (TSE:8750), the top-tier global life insurer based in Tokyo, Japan.

Copyright © 2004-2021, PGI Partners, Inc. 921 E. 86th Street, Suite 100, Indianapolis, Indiana 46240. All rights reserved.

Protective and Protective Life refer to Protective Life Insurance Company (PLICO) and its a ffi liates, including Protective Life and Annuity Insurance Company (PLAIC). Protective Life off ers life insurance and 
annuity products in all states except New York where they are off ered by Protective Life and Annuity Company. PLICO is located in Nashville, TN and PLAIC is located in Birmingham, AL. Protective Life nor 
Pentera provide recommendations, nor do they render any estate planning, tax, accounting or legal advice. Any discussion about products or services outside of life insurance or annuities should be considered 
educational only and the services of a competent professional should be utilized to examine each client’s individual situation.

This educational information is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. While Pentera has been diligent in attempting to provide accurate information, 
the accuracy of the information cannot be guaranteed. Laws and regulations change frequently, and are subject to diff ering legal interpretations. Accordingly, neither Pentera nor Protective Life shall be liable for 
any loss or damage caused, or alleged to have been caused, by the use of or reliance upon this service.

Protective Life and Pentera are separate, independent entities and are not responsible for the fi nancial condition, business or legal obligations of the other. Pentera published this document through a license 
agreement with Protective Life and Pentera’s use of Protective Life’s trademarks are through a license agreement with Protective Life.
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